Background/introduction
=======================

Magnetic Resonance guided Focused Ultrasound (MRgFUS) is a non-invasive, non-ionizing treatment producing thermal ablation using high intensity focused ultrasound and MR thermometry to denervate pain from bone metastases. A recent phase III study comparing MRgFUS to sham treatment for a painful bone metastasis allowed patients to be treated with concurrent chemotherapy as long as the regimen was stable for at least 4 weeks. We performed a retrospective analysis of the safety of combination MRgFUS with active systemic chemotherapy in patients treated on this study.

Methods
=======

Chemotherapy data were available for 104 patients who were treated with MRgFUS in 17 medical centers worldwide as part of a randomized phase III study comparing MRgFUS to sham treatment for a painful bone metastasis previously irradiated or unsuitable for radiation therapy. Patients were followed for 3 months. Response was defined as a combination of at least two-point decrease on a standard numerical rating scale and \<25% increase from baseline in analgesic medication at 3 months follow-up. Toxicity data was collected as any adverse event possibly related to treatment or its associated procedures. In spite of being an expected part of the procedure, sonication pain was scored as an event. Patients initially randomized to sham treatment who were offered rescue MRgFUS were also included in this analysis, bringing the safety population to 121 patients. All comparisons were performed using a z-score, with a significance level of 0.05.

Results and conclusions
=======================

Ninety patients were treated without chemotherapy, and fourteen were treated with chemotherapy. There was no significant difference between the response rates of the chemotherapy group (71%) and the non-chemotherapy group (68%) (p=0.78). The overall event rates were 57% for chemotherapy patients and 45% for non-chemotherapy patients (p=0.38). Sonication pain was not significantly different between the groups, with 50% pain in the chemotherapy group and 28% pain in the non-chemotherapy group (p=0.11). Other events were limited to one patient with numbness of the skin in the chemotherapy group (7%). The non-chemotherapy group reported 18 events that were not sonication pain (17%). These rates were not significantly different (p=0.17). In this retrospective analysis of a prospective study, no difference was found in efficacy or toxicity of MRgFUS between patients receiving and not receiving active chemotherapy. Further studies are necessary to confirm the safety of these two modalities in combination. If confirmed, this may be an important reason to choose MRgFUS in the palliation of pain from bone metastases.
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